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ABSTRACT
Asset/Liability Management (ALM) is vital to the 
survival and success of any credit union. Unlike many 
components of the business, ALM is something that is 
almost entirely controllable by the management of the 
organization. Since ALM strategies vary greatly from, 
institution to institution, depending on asset size, this 
project is focused on developing the ideal Asset/Liability 
Model for Credit Unions with assets between $100 - $500
Million. Ideally speaking, the model should be closely 
aligned to that of a successful credit union at the high 
end of this range, if not slightly above it. This is 
because current tactical activities should support the 
strategic plan that looks out 5 to 10 years in the future.
SELCO Community Credit Union (SCCU) in Eugene,
Oregon, is positioned at the top end of this range with an 
asset size that recently reached $503 Million. SCCU is an
excellent resource and presents an ideal environment for
creating our ALM model. As a fast growing, highly
profitable credit union that also has a high operating
expense structure, SELCO faces challenges common to all 
credit unions in this asset range. The goal is for credit 
unions in this asset range, to use this project as a 
resource to help structure their respective balance sheets
iii
in a way that maximizes return and builds and preserves 
capital, while minimizing risk of loss.
This project uses complex modeling software to 
analyze decades of historical interest rate scenarios. It 
helps identify areas of weakness where the credit union 
could suffer tremendous losses. This analysis, sometimes 
referred to as a Shock Analysis not only points out areas 
of current exposure, but assists credit union management 
in structuring the balance sheet going forward. Unlike
many analyses that use projections and assumptions, this 
method is extremely reliable since is uses every interest 
rate scenario of the past 70 years. The analytical data 
points to one recommendation. The ideal ALM approach is to 
construct a balance sheet that is significantly weighted 
in variable components that can be re-priced quickly to
minimize risk. Fixed assets and cash on hand should be
kept to a minimum to maximize overall return on total 
assets. This strategy is only to be deviated from in times
of extreme, historical interest rate scenarios, either at
the low end or the high end.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
SELCO Community Credit Union 
SELCO Community Credit Union is a not-for profit
financial institution with $503 million in assets,
primarily serving the public service employees of Lane and 
Deschutes Counties in Oregon. Founded in 1936 by the 
Eugene (Oregon) Teachers Association as an alternative to 
the traditional bank system, SELCO now serves over 43,000
households, representing 71,000 members. In addition to
the service employee groups, well over 100 other employee 
groups have successfully petitioned to achieve Select 
Employee Group (SEG) status so they to could gain access 
to SELCO membership. Family members of existing and 
potential SELCO members are also eligible to join. SELCO 
expects to serve members in four additional counties by 
late 2004, via a community charter designation.
Policy at SELCO is set by a democratically elected,
volunteer board of directors, which operates within the
guidelines of a state charter that is regulated by the
Oregon Department of Corporations. Each SELCO member is
allowed a single vote in electing the board members,
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regardless of the level of their financial participation
in SELCO.
SELCO Community Credit Union operates similarly to a 
bank in that it offers a wide variety of loans, deposits
and financial services. However, because SELCO is a
not-for-profit organization, there is no stock ownership 
in the corporation. SELCO is owned by its members. When a 
member deposits money into savings account, money market, 
checking account or CD, they are actually purchasing
shares of the credit union. Likewise when SELCO pays them
an interest rate on' their shares, it is actually paying a
dividend.
Most importantly, because there are no stockholders, 
any operating profit SELCO generates above required 
capital reserves is returned to its members in the form of 
higher interest rates on deposits (shares) and lower
interest rates on loans.
The Concept of Asset/Liability Management
Asset/Liability Management is a concept that is 
largely misunderstood by not only the layman, but by most
people employed in the credit union industry. While the
basic idea of "Just loan the money out at a higher rate
than you pay on deposits," is fundamentally correct and
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the foundation that all financial institutions are built
upon, it is just the tip of the iceberg. The proverbial 
"highway" is littered with financial institutions that 
failed to recognize the severity of the obstacles that a 
rapidly changing financial climate placed in front of 
them. From the credit union's perspective, ALM is properly 
balancing the organization's assets. This requires a 
thorough understanding of the risks associated with timing 
before you invest your assets. At all credit unions, the
most valuable assets are loans. Loans are valuable,
because they have the ability to contribute the greatest
return back to the organization in terms of revenue. SCCU 
seeks to loan out every dollar that is deposited by its 
members. This goal of being "100% loaned out" means that 
if SCCU has $425 Million in deposits, the goal is to have
$425 Million in loans.
The following scenario illustrates why ALM is 
important. Imagine what could happen if SCCU had all $425 
Million loaned to members in the form of 30 year fixed 
rate mortgages with an average yield of 5.5%. This is a
current interest rate scenario that just three years ago
was considered to be unthinkable. However, as the Federal
Reserve has demonstrated, we can quickly find ourselves in
an extreme interest rate scenario when a slow economy, a
3
prolonged "bear" stock market, high unemployment and 
global instability occur simultaneously. Because of the 
long term, fixed rate commitments of this loan portfolio, 
SCCU would find themselves in a devastating position 
during an inflationary interest rate environment of any
sustained length of time.
If average competitive interest rates on core 
deposits (checking and savings) rose from 1.25% to 3%, the
credit union would no longer be able to afford to attract 
and retain deposits. A 3% cost of funds, matched with a 
5.5% loan yield couldn't even cover the credit union's
operational expenses. What's worse is that with time 
deposits, such as share certificates, it's absolutely
guaranteed that SCCU's average 'cost of funds" would be
higher than the competitive interest rates on core
deposits. Since loan rates rise simultaneously, SCCU would
not be able to afford to borrow the funds to maintain
liquidity either. The key word is "afford." The credit 
union has no choice but to maintain liquidity. With a cost 
of operation at nearly 5%, SCCU would be in dire straits.
The cost of funds plus the cost of operations is greater 
than the return on assets. This means that SCCU would post 
a net operating loss. This would continue until the
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interest rate climate or the balance sheet structure, or
both, dramatically improved.
Since the loan portfolio is locked in at a low
average rate for a long term, there is little hope for 
improvement there. To make up for the shortfall, SCCU 
would be forced to draw upon its capital reserves, which 
represent all of the retained earnings from past years.
The credit union would now be in a downward spiral towards 
insolvency, the speed of the decline determined only by 
the level of the capital reserves. With no ability to 
re-price its earning assets in this scenario and its only 
exit strategy being a costly portfolio sell off, it is
almost certain that SCCU would collapse.
The Influence of Asset Size on Asset/Liability 
Management Strategy
This project focuses on developing a working ALM
model for credit unions with assets between $100 - $500
Million for two reasons. First, once a credit union
reaches $100 Million in assets, it has a realistic chance
of long term success. The second reason is because asset
size goes a long way towards determining the flexibility a 
credit union has in its approach to ALM. It is unrealistic
to think that a credit union with $20 Million in assets
would face the same problems and make the same decisions
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as a credit union like SCCU. Certainly their strategic 
options will be much more limited compared to a larger
credit union. Likewise, it's unrealistic to assume that
the impact of SCCU's ALM decisions would be the same as
those of a credit union with $2 Billion in assets. Of the
two extremes, it is clearly better to be the credit union 
with a large asset base rather than the one with less than
$100 Million in assets.
At a smaller credit union, the importance of 
liquidity and capital reserves is critical and often times
influences the policy making decisions more dramatically 
than at other credit unions. This is easily illustrated 
when you consider the following example of two similarly
capitalized credit unions. Credit Union "A" has an 8% 
capital ratio, which equals capital reserves divided by 
assets. SCCU has an 8% capital ratio. Credit Union "A" has
an asset size of $20 Million. SCCU's asset size is
approximately $500 Million. This means that Credit Union 
"A" has only $1.6 Million in capital reserves to ride out
unfavorable economic environments, while SCCU has $40
Million in capital reserves. The point of this
illustration is that sometimes the size of a credit
union's assets forces the management to make business 
decisions from a more conservative ALM approach than they
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would prefer. The typical result is that the credit union 
may miss out on some good income opportunities because the 
risk is too great. Exposure that might mean one year with 
a net operating loss for a large credit union, could mean
financial devastation for a smaller credit union. We are
seeing the impact of this principle in the credit union 
community. The larger credit unions are taking advantage 
of opportunities that smaller credit unions can't. The 
effect is a widening gap between smaller and larger credit 
unions, with the larger credit unions garnering the lion's 
share of the growth and income.
The Effect of Growth on Asset/Liability 
Management
One thing that dramatically impacts the ALM strategy 
is aggressive asset growth in the credit union. SCCU is 
experiencing dramatic growth, having seen its assets go 
from $295 Million in 1998, to $503 Million in 2003. The
key issue in an aggressive growth phase is where
management places the assets on the balance sheet. This is
referred to as the structure or composition of the balance
sheet. It is not enough to just loan out the assets at a 
profitable spread over the cost of funds, although this is 
an important piece of the puzzle. In a growth phase,
management has to be building the balance sheet to meet
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the needs that will come in the future. Growth can place a 
heavy strain on the liquidity of a credit union, which 
will be covered in the next chapter.
Another key component is diversity in the balance 
sheet. Just as an investor avoids placing all of his or 
her "eggs in one basket," the credit union management 
seeks to place its assets in several investments to
minimize the risk of loss. Unlike the individual investor,
the credit union rarely defines risk of loss as a loss of 
principle investment. Typically, only loans that "charge 
off" fit into that category, and that total is managed to 
stay below 0.5% of all dollars loaned out. Instead, the 
ALM risk of loss is defined as the inability to earn a
rate of return on the invested assets that is high enough
to offset the cost of funds plus the cost of operation.
Perhaps the most important component of the balance 
sheet that management attempts to build in during an 
aggressive growth phase is flexibility. It is not a
disaster to find the credit union in an environment where
the rate of return on its invested assets is unable to
offset the costs of funds and operation. What is a
disaster is when the credit union lacks the flexibility to 
re-price its assets quickly enough in order to achieve a 
more favorable position. The degree of flexibility a
8
credit union has in this area determines its ability to 
survive a negative interest rate environment.
Asset/Liability Management Policy at 
SELCO Community Credit Union 
SELCO's ALM policy is set by the Asset/Liability
Committee (ALCO) which consists of the President/CEO, the
Sr. Vice President of Finance, the Sr. Vice President of
Operations, the Sr. Vice President of Information
Services, the Sr. Vice President of Business Development, 
the ALM Manager and one member from the Supervisory 
Committee. The ALCO Committee meets weekly to review 
financial performance and portfolio positions. With a 
focus on liquidity, capital reserves preservation, asset 
growth, and targeted profitability levels, the committee
reviews and sets interest rates on all loan and share
products.
The ALCO work process is complex since its goal is to 
chart a course that positions SELCO to succeed at its
targeted growth rate, no matter what the interest rate and
competitive business environment may be. The ALCO
committee looks at what it takes to compete in its
marketplace and the effects of its competitive decisions 
on the balance sheet of the organization, both in the near 
and long term.
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CHAPTER TWO
PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH
Liquidity Approach
SELCO Community Credit Union, as well as a large 
majority of credit unions, follows the liquidity approach 
in its management of the balance sheet. This is because it 
is a sound and a regulator approved approach, and because 
it provides the institution with the most insulation 
against violent swings in the interest rate climate.
Liquidity, in the form of capital reserves (retained 
capital) means a "war chest" for acquisitions in the 
"publicly held, for profit corporate world." But for the
not-for-profit credit union, it serves as a target that
when hit, provides a certain level of financial stability. 
The credit union Asset/Liability Manager starts with the 
credit union's target level of capital liquidity and works 
forward to set interest rate levels and portfolio
positions. This is illustrated in the Appendix. The 
portfolio positions are crucial to the process because the 
parameters around each portfolio determine the flexibility
and ultimately the success of the ALM strategy.
For example, two credit unions, SELCO and XYZ Credit 
union, each have $50 million in new, purchase money auto
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loans at 6.5%, funded during the same month. Although 
these loan portfolios appear to be the same, and may in 
fact be, they can also be dramatically different. SELCO's 
loans are all variable rate loans that adjust monthly, and
the term of the loans is 60 months. XYZ's loans are all
fixed rate with a term of 72 months. If there is a violent
swing upwards in the interest rate environment, SELCO's 
loans will adjust to market levels along the way while
XYZ's rates will fall farther and farther behind market
rates. If there is a swing downwards in rates, XYZ would 
appear to be better positioned than SELCO since they have 
a fixed rate that doesn't change. However, that strategy 
only holds up until there is a gap between -existing 
portfolio rates and current rates that is large enough to
motivate borrowers to refinance their loans. As we have
seen in the last 24-36 months, it takes less and less to
motivate borrowers, and competition has fueled multiple
refinances by many of them as rates have continued to
fall.
Risk verses Return
Risk vs. return is a constantly moving "tightrope"
that the ALM manager walks when making recommendations for
fiscal strategy. Simply stated, the credit union is
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looking for the maximum return it can earn on its assets, 
while it minimizes the risk of any loss. Before the ALM 
strategy can even be set, the credit union must have an 
operating baseline that is stable in terms of determining
the rate it will earn on the investment of its assets and
the dollar amount of revenue it will generate. In
addition, it must know what the loss ratio on the invested
assets is projected to be and the real dollar impact of
that loss.
There are two key ratios that are closely watched to 
determine the operating baseline. Those are the 
Delinquency Ratio and the Charge Off Ratio. These ratios
are calculated as follows:
Delinquency Ratio = $ Amount Outstanding On "Non-Current" Loans 
Total $ Amount of All Outstanding Loans
Charge Off Ratio = $ Amount Of All Loans Written Off As Uncollectible 
Total $ Amount of All Outstanding Loans
Even though a major focus of a credit union is to minimize
or eliminate loan delinquencies and charge offs, virtually
all credit unions seek to manage a strategy that allows
for small loan losses. The reason is risk vs. reward. With
an acceptable level of loan delinquency at 0.6% and loan 
charge offs at 0.4%, credit unions strategize that the
absence of any loan delinquency is a symptom of
excessively stringent loan underwriting guidelines.
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Indeed, it is better to take more risk when loans are 
appropriately priced. This is because the interest earned 
on the 99.6% of loans that will completely repay, offsets
the 0.4% loss ratio and generates a better return overall,
than if fewer loans were funded with no loans charging
off. This is a very delicate strategy to manage. It is one
that requires extensive experience because any pricing or
underwriting mistakes can be very costly.
Industry Regulation
The financial institution industry is heavily 
regulated. SELCO Community Credit Union is regulated by 
the Oregon Department of Corporations, Oregon Department
of Financial Institutions (DFI) and the National Credit
Union Administration (NCUA). Examiners conduct regular,
formal examinations to determine the soundness of the
credit union and the capability of the board of directors 
and managerial staff.
In terms of ALM, examiners focus on several key
items. Capital Ratio is watched very closely. Capital 
Ratio is defined as the amount of retained earnings 
divided by total credit union assets. The rate in which 
the capital grows must be equal to or greater than the 
rate of asset growth. If this does not happen, the capital
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ratio begins to shrink even though the retained earnings 
may be increasing. This is referred to as "outgrowing your 
capital." Besides watching capital ratio, growth and asset 
growth, examiners will review loan quality. Based upon 
their findings, they may require the credit union to 
increase its provision for loan losses expense. Any such
increase results in a dollar for dollar reduction in
operating income that reduces retained earnings and 
therefore lowers the capital ratio. The credit union's
balance sheet is monitored for each of these in the
analysis (see Appendix).
Because of the failure of financial institutions over
the years, particularly in the savings and loan industry 
during the 1980's, regulators enforce strict policies in
terms of the classification of assets and liabilities. The
result is a two level minimum standard that all credit
unions must adhere to. When a credit union's capital ratio 
falls below 7.5%, it is put on a "regulatory watch" and 
must submit a strategy and timeline to raise the ratio
back above 7.5%. If the credit union falls below 7.0%, it
is subject to Prompt, Corrective Action (PCA). Under PCA, 
the NCUA steps in and assumes ultimate control of the 
operations of the credit union. In essence, all 
strategies, business plans and operations must receive
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NCUA approval before the credit union can proceed. PCA is 
usually a painful experience since significant changes are 
implemented. These changes typically consist of a reduced 
menu of products and a reduction in expenses via service
cutbacks.
Match Book Asset/Liability Management Philosophy 
SELCO Community Credit Union also uses the "match
book" philosophy to implement its liquidity approach to 
ALM. With the match book philosophy, the ALCO committee 
looks at all business portfolios as "snapshots" or blocks 
of business where the assets are funded by liabilities. In 
practice, the "spread" (difference between yield on loans 
and dividends paid on deposits) is set by matching loan 
portfolios with certain lengths of maturity against 
deposits with similar lengths of maturity. SELCO's ALCO 
group for example, will look at the blended interest rate 
and the average length of maturity on its auto loan
portfolio and compare it to the average cost of funds with
the same average maturity. Cost of funds is usually the 
rate paid on its deposits, but also' includes the cost of 
borrowing money from the corporate credit union when 
liquidity is tight. If the comparison does not indicate an 
appropriate spread, then SELCO either raises the loan
15
rates or lowers the dividend rates, or both. Conversely, 
if the spread is too great, the rates are adjusted to 
narrow the gap. When match book philosophy is used, it 
gives the credit union the opportunity to re-price the 
"matched off" blocks of business at the same time, thereby
significantly reducing its risk.
It is important to speak to the access SELCO has to
borrowing monies from the corporate credit union, as
mentioned above. In certain scenarios, a credit union will
have more dollars loaned out then it has in deposits on
hand. Typically this is when the demand for loans outpaces 
deposit growth for a sustained period of time. When this
occurs the credit union is "loaned out." If the credit
union can borrow funds at a rate that is low enough where
it can maintain its acceptable interest rate spread, it
will do so and continue to loan to its members.
SELCO will on occasion borrow funds from the
corporate credit union even when it is not 100% loaned 
out. This happens when the interest rate environment is 
such that it is cheaper for the credit union to borrow the
funds than pay the competitive market rate on deposits.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Asset/Liability Modeling Software 
SELCO Community Credit Union uses a complex ALM
software program to test its strategy for growth and its 
ability to fund that growth in a manner that maintains 
minimum standards of safety, regardless of the interest 
rate environment. The program SCCU uses is C. Myers. There 
is one other widely used modeling program in use, by the 
name of "Model Management." It is a tool provided by the
Credit Union National Association (CUNA). Virtually all
credit unions in the United Stated that use an ALM
software program use one of these two.
C. Myers calls for the existing balance sheet to be
entered exactly as it stands on the day the program is 
launched, known as the beginning balance sheet structure 
(see Appendix). This is obviously an extremely in depth 
and tedious process since not only does every loan and 
deposit product have to be entered, but so do all other 
assets such as buildings, furniture and leasehold 
improvements. These fixed assets all have individual 
current asset values as well as depreciation schedules to
17
account for. But clearly the real work involves the proper
recording of the loans and deposits.
At the inception of the C.. Myers system at SCCU, each
known loan type was set up as a separate asset account. 
Even if there are currently no dollars outstanding in the 
loan type it must be set up. This is because it has the 
potential to affect the overall loan portfolio of SCCU.
For example, there can be an account for a promotional 
visa card program that was launched 3 years ago. It may 
have only had 500 members sign up for it, but because it 
has a different interest rate index or re-pricing schedule 
it has to be tracked as long as even one account remains
open.
Once the chart of accounts is set up, all current
loan balances are entered and the rates, monthly payments
and remaining maturities of each loan is tracked.
Likewise, each share (deposit) type and corresponding 
balance, rate and maturity information is recorded as 
well. This means multiple savings, checking, money market
and CD's are entered to create SCCU's composite liability
schedule.
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Capital Ratio and Asset Growth Rate Assumptions
The key starting point after all current asset and 
liability schedules are built is to set the minimum 
capital ratio requirement and the targeted asset growth
rate (see Appendix).
The capital ratio target at SELCO is 8.7% and the
minimum level is 6.0% (see Appendix). The ALM manager
programs this floor into the modeling program and it is
factored into all analyses going forward. There is much
debate in the credit union industry over the appropriate 
level of capital. Many credit unions have capital reserves 
in excess of 10% of total asset. Certainly, SELCO wants to 
stay significantly above the PCA mandated minimum of 7%,
but its philosophy is to invest the assets of its
membership wisely and in its best interest. To build a
capital ratio of 10% in SCCU's opinion would come with a 
significant opportunity cost. Not only would it negatively 
affect earnings potential, but it would deny a portion of 
the membership access to the loans they need and limit the
services such as ATM's, branches, and electronic
interaction options SELCO could provide.
Asset Growth is a key indicator of a credit union's 
viability. As assets build, the credit union gains 
financial strength and a greater ability to withstand
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negative market environments and economic recessions. For 
that reason, SELCO Community Credit Union budgets for 
"double-digit" asset growth each year. The local economic 
and population conditions greatly affect any credit 
union's ability to grow its assets. The Eugene/Springfield 
metropolitan area where SCCU operates has an existing 
population in excess of 250,000 and a growth rate of 
approximately 7% a year. That market size and growth rate 
is more than enough to support SELCO's growth goals of 14%
in 2003 and 12% in 2004.
Historical Interest Rate Scenarios
By far, the most critical component of building an
effective ALM model is the historical interest rate data.
A graph of historical interest rates is included in the 
appendix. What the C. Myers program does is maintain every 
interest rate scenario in the United States during the
past 70 years. An interest rate scenario is the
combination of Short Term and Long Term rates at any one 
time in the past. These are the rates that are set by the
Federal Reserve Bank for financial institutions to borrow
funds either "over night" which is actually up to three 
months (Short Term Treasury), or for a set period of time
20
for capital and liquidity replenishment, typically ten 
years (Long Term Treasury).
What is important about retaining all interest rate 
scenarios is to have the ability to test the credit 
union's existing balance sheet for solvency against all 
possible economic conditions. SCCU, through C. Myers, can 
project performance in the future under all scenarios, 
both with their existing balance sheet and future balance
sheets that would result from any changes in strategy. 
Interest rate scenarios are referred to as a four-digit
number (ex. 0406), and tracked on the "y-axis" of many of
the graphs in the appendix.
Shock Analysis
The largest threat to solvency for SELCO and any
other financial institution is a rapid and sustained
change in interest rates. Currently the United States
economy is on the low end of one of the most dramatic 
declines in interest rates in history. The Federal Reserve
cut rates several times during the last 36 months in an
attempt to end a recession and restore consumer
confidence. It appears that the reductions have come to an
end and slow rate increases are now the order of the day
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as the "Fed" seeks to nurture a recovery, while it
minimizes the threat of inflation.
The test method of "Shock Analysis" is a bit of a 
misnomer, referring to an overnight shift in interest 
rates. Instead, the C. Myers analysis is used by SELCO to
look for weakness in its balance sheet. The analysis
calculates the effect of each historical interest rate
scenario on the balance sheet. The assumption is that the
rates (short and long term) would move from the current
level to the scenario rates over a period of 12 months,
and then remain there for an additional 36 months. If
SELCO's balance sheet can survive the rate adjustment
without seeing its capital fall below 8%, it is considered 
to be well positioned for that rate scenario.
The important assumption to remember is that if rates
begin to change as they do in the C. Myers analysis, the
credit union operates the next day as they do any other 
day. That means the ALCO committee looks at the new 
competitive rates on loans and deposits and sets spreads 
on the products going forward. That's where the match book
philosophy comes back into play. The committee calculates 
the new average cost of funds and deposit growth rate and
sets a target interest yield rate on loan at the same rate 
of growth. As new deposits come in and new loans go out,
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the credit union has effectively, re-priced that "book," 
or block of business at a level that is appropriate to the 
new rate scenario. More importantly, as existing loans pay
off or refinance, and as deposits like CD's mature, the
credit union immediately re-prices its existing "book" of
business. When a credit union has sufficient capital such
as SELCO, it would take more than a sudden and dramatic
change in interest rates to put it in danger. It would 
take very large loan losses as well, similar to the 
savings and loan industry losses in the 1980's.
23
CHAPTER FOUR
CURRENT BALANCE SHEET STRUCTURE
Fixed Assets
Not all of SELCO Community Credit Union's assets are 
earning assets. The fixed assets such as land, buildings, 
leasehold improvements and equipment are included it 
SCCU's total of $503 Million in assets. In building the 
ALM model, the first thing that must be entered is the
schedule of fixed assets. These assets cannot be invested
for a return, therefore the assets that can be invested
(dollars that can be loaned out or cash on hand that can
be invested at the corporate credit union) must earn an 
even higher rate if SCCU is going to reach its revenue 
targets. Fixed assets, as a percentage of total assets,
are a key measurement to watch. A good target ratio for 
fixed assets is less than 10%. The higher a credit union's
fixed asset ratio is, the more precarious position they 
are in since those assets cannot be re-priced, nor 
generate revenue. Their cost is in essence, opportunity 
cost and theoretically, that cost is always at the current
market rate.
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Loan Assets and Risk of Loss
As mentioned earlier, loans are the primary earning 
assets of SELCO Community Credit Union. They account for 
nearly 82% of all revenue generated. Each loan asset is 
entered into the ALM model under beginning balance 
structure (see Appendix), noting the type, current 
balance, remaining term, current rate, interest type 
(fixed or variable), and rate index/re-pricing frequency 
(if variable). In addition, the risk of loan loss is
entered to reflect the "blended effect" of the expected 
rate of non-performing loans in each category will be 
combined with the expected percentage of all dollars
loaned that will be charged off. This is closely watched 
by the ALM manager for the obvious reason that assets lost 
(charge offs) have a pronounced negative effect on the
balance sheet of the credit union. What is overlooked
sometimes by those not directly involved in the ALM 
function is the non-performing side of the risk of loss 
equation. A non-performing loan doesn't necessarily mean
the credit union will lose those assets. Rather, those
non-performing assets will not generate a return, making 
them as ineffective as it the credit union had spent the 
dollars on fixed assets, except these neither appreciate, 
nor depreciate in value. If a member with a loan has
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financial difficulties and ends up only repaying the 
principal, the loss to the credit union is the return it 
could have received by investing it elsewhere during the 
period of time it did not perform.
Once all loan types, rates characteristics and risks 
are built into the ALM program, a target growth rate is 
entered and any structural changes are built in. For 2003, 
SCCU's target growth rate for loans was 14%. In 2004, that 
target is 12%. A structural change is a material shift in 
composition of the loan portfolio. An example would be 
deciding to reduce the concentration of auto loans in the
total loan portfolio from 35% down to 30% and replace it
by increasing the concentration of second mortgage loans
from 10% to 15%.
Cash and Investment Assets
Although they do not generate nearly the return of
loan assets, cash on hand and held in investments still
accounts for a significant portion of SELCO' balance sheet
assets. This is the case for any credit union unless it is
completely loaned out and is borrowing funds. However,
like loans, these assets are recorded in the modeling
program with a targeted rate of return. Terms and rates
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current positions and targeted growth rates. Fee income is
critical to the survival of a SCCU even if there isn't a
sudden and dramatic interest rate shift. This is because
the cost of operations at SCCU, like most credit unions is 
too high to be covered by interest rate spread alone.
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CHAPTER FIVE
ALTERNATIVES
Make No Changes
Certainly any credit union with acceptable 
performance and a strong capital position can elect to 
make no changes to its ALM model. To do so however would
be done under the assumption that the current balance
sheet structure is the best it can be. It is highly 
unlikely that there is nothing that can be done to improve 
the credit union's position. Given this, choosing to make 
no changes is a poor alternative and should be dismissed.
Increase Weighting of Fixed Rate Assets and 
Liabilities
An option for SELCO Community Credit Union is to 
increase the percentage of all assets and liabilities in 
fixed instruments. SCCU can decide that the best strategy
is to increase the ratio of fixed assets to total assets
and fixed liabilities to total liabilities. This choice
greatly reduces the flexibility to adjust to market swings 
in a timely manner. It provides the opportunity for strong 
profits, only if the ALM Manager projects the direction
and timing of interest rates consistently and accurately.
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It is very risky and should only be considered in times of 
historically high or low interest rates.
Increase Weighting of Variable Rate 
Assets and Liabilities
Just the opposite of increasing the "fixed" position, 
SELCO has the option to increase the percentage of its
balance sheet that is concentrated in variable
instruments. If done properly, this gives SELCO the 
flexibility to change quickly, re-pricing assets and 
liabilities to adapt to interest rate swings. -As long as 
the mix is maintained properly, the balance sheet can 
produce an acceptable level of profit, while risk is
significantly reduced.
Market Direction and Position 
Opportunity Strategies
Although it is not quite as important as properly
structuring the balance sheet, a crucial step in the
management and long-term health of the balance sheet is
making adjustments based upon the direction and speed of
movement of the interest rate market.
When a direction trend, either up■or down is 
established and likely to continue for a period of time, 
an opportunity is created for the ALM manager to improve 
the performance of the balance sheet. For example, when
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the interest rates are falling and further cuts are 
likely, an alert ALM manager will structure interest rates 
to make fixed rate loans and variable deposit products
more attractive to the members of the credit union. Even
minor shifts in the structure of the balance sheet can
have a significant effect on performance. This is
accomplished by keeping loan interest coming in at higher
rates as the interest rates fall, while deposit rates
adjust downwards with the movement of the market. The net
effect is an increase in interest rate spread for the
credit union.
Position Opportunity Strategy is when the ALM manager
deviates from the general ALM strategy to take advantage
of an unusually high or low interest rate environment 
compared to historical data. A good example is occurring 
presently, as short and long term rates are at or near new
historical lows. These rates have not been seen since the
early 1970's. An appropriate strategy is to offer a very
attractive rate on CD's to entice members to commit larger
sums of money to longer term, fixed savings instruments.
This is referred to in the industry as "lengthening the
liabilities."
In this strategy, as the rates begin to rise to more
normal levels, the rates on the CD's, a significant
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portion of the credit union's cost of funds will remain 
the same, while interest rates earned on existing variable
loans and all new loans funded will rise with the market.
The effect will be to increase the interest rate spread
for the credit union.
Finally, it is important to understand the
"re-pricing lag effect" and its importance on Position
Opportunity Strategy. The credit union takes advantage of 
rate movement from a historically high or low level back 
to a more normal rate level by increasing its interest 
rate spread, but this advantage narrows over time, 
particularly as loans payoff and refinance. The rate
spread is not insured because there is a line of tolerance
with the consumer. When the difference between interest
rate on the member's loan and the current interest rate
environment crosses the "tolerance line," the member will
either payoff or refinance the loan to a lower rate. The 
faster the rate environment moves, the shorter the lag 
becomes. From the perspective of the ALM manager that has 
properly structured the balance sheet in an extremely high 
or low rate environment, the best thing is to see a slow 
and prolonged reversal of rates towards more normal
levels. This gives the credit union the best chance of
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maintaining lengthy a positive spread before tolerance
lines are crossed and re-pricing triggers take over.
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CHAPTER SIX
RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION
After mirroring SELCO Community Credit Union's 
current balance sheet position in a test model on the C. 
Myers software (see Appendix), it is recommended that
SELCO and other credit unions between $100 - $500 Million
in assets consider the following ALM model.
The credit union(s) need to target a ratio of
variable assets and liabilities to total assets and
liabilities of 50%, with an additional 15% of assets and
liabilities available for a Market Direction / Position 
Opportunity strategy. In other words, targeting 15% of the
assets and liabilities at all times for fixed rate
placement as opportunities arise.
The C. Myers analysis (see Appendix), illustrates the 
risk that SELCO Community Credit Union has because of its 
heavy weighting toward fixed rate loans. The "Comparison 
of Average ROA" (Page 2-7) shows that once the rate 
scenario reaches "0404," signifying a 4% rate on both 
short and long term treasuries, the credit union's return
on assets falls into the range of .51 to .75%. This makes 
it impossible to achieve the asset growth goals over time 
without depleting capital, as illustrated by the graph on
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the following page of the appendix (3-2). The table in the 
upper right hand corner, above the graph, reveals some 
very concerning net worth (capital) numbers if the new 
business going on the credit union's books can only earn a 
.75% ROA. Basically the asset growth would out pace the 
capital growth. Page 1-1 shows that at a rate scenario of 
"0807" the credit union begins to post a negative ROA, and
that's even if the new business being added to the books
is going on at the current market rate's (see graph
following page 1-1). SELCO needs to adjust the mix of 
loans, increasing the richness of variable rate products.
The following illustration (Page 1-2) shows how those 
negative earnings that begin at rate scenario "0807"
affect capital. Of the. 3 6 rate scenarios illustrated in 
the analysis, only 11 keep SELCO away from "Regulatory 
Watch" status, based upon its current balance sheet.
Although it is important to note that the illustration 
begins with the first scenario where SELCO sees negative 
earnings, and there are several lower rate scenarios not
included, it still underscores the insulation of the
balance sheet that could be there if a greater mix of 
variable rate loans were present.
Beyond increasing the mix of variable rate loans to 
50% of the total loan portfolio, it is recommended that
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SELCO's ALM Manager and ALM Managers of credit unions 
between $100 - $500 Million in assets immediately take 
steps to implement a "Low End" Market Direction/Position 
Opportunity strategy. This calls for committing an
additional 15% of their loan assets to variable rate
loans. To compliment this, the credit union should
immediately lengthen its liabilities (Deposits), locking 
up an additional 10 to 15% of total deposits in longer 
term CD's at current rates. This strategy will allow them 
to take advantage of interest rates as they climb over the 
next few years and match the deposits off against variable
assets (Loans) with similar maturities.
By implementing the strategy the credit union(s)
should see a cost of funds that is lower than the industry 
average over the next five years, while at the same time, 
generating a loan yield that is slightly higher than the 
industry average. The combination of these two will 
strengthen the balance sheet of the credit union(s) by 
enabling it to grow retained earnings at a rate equal to
or greater than asset growth. In addition, the strategy 
allows the credit union(s) to "hedge" correctly in the 
likely direction of any interest rate shock (a sharp
increase in rates in a time period shorter than the twelve
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months modeled in the appendix) that could occur during 
the next 2-3 years.
In conclusion, the ideal model described above, for
ALM of the credit union with $100 - $500 Million in assets 
gives the credit union the best chance to insulate itself
from risk, generate an acceptable level of net income,
insure future solvency, and maintain the flexibility it
needs to make decisions that are in the best interest of
its membership.
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APPENDIX
MYERS TEST ANALYSIS OF CURRENT BALANCE SHEET
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Beginning Financial Structure - Assets 
SELCO Credit Union, Old Book of Business, Balance Sheet Date 12/31/03, $ in Thousands 
Scenario Representing Current Market Rates » 0104 
Net Worth $44,032 - 8.7%, Established Minimum Net Worth $30,197 = 6.0%
BEGINNING 
S %
LOANS
New Vehicle-F 46,575 9.3
Used Vehicle-F 125,237 24.9
New & Used Vehicle - 2Yr Balioon-F 913 0.2
Old Leoses-F 636 0.1
RV-F 19,318 3.8
Equity LOC No/Min-V 35,045 7.0
Equity LOG Floor 3.5% 3,712 0.7
Old ELOCFIr3% 4,551 0.9
OldELOCFIr5% 343 0.1
Old Equity LOC Floor 2.5% 197 -
Old Equity LOC Fir -V at floor 466 0.1
R/Estate First-V 4,795 1.0
R/Estate First-F 39,795 7.9
Home Equity Loan-F 47,903 9.5
Home Equity Loan- lyr Var 3.922 0.8
Home Equity Loan- 5yr Var 3,906 0.8
Share Secured No/Min-V 318 0.1
CD Secured-F 1,756 0.3
Participation Loans-V 6,243 1.2
Visa Prime 7,229 1.4
Visa Prime+2.45% 6,397 1.3
Visa Prime+4.45% 13,213 2.6
Visa Prime+6.45% 2,925 0.6
Personal Sign Prime-V 849 0.2
Personal Sign Fir 14%-V 242
Personal LOC Fir 12%-V 749 0.1
Personal LOC Prime-V 2,390 0.5
Other Loans-F 2,223 0.4
Boat Loans-F 6,156 1.2
Business Loans - RE Var 5,286 1.1
Business Loans - Secured Var 1,992 0.4
Business LOC-V 2,056 0.4
Mtg Loans Sold 2,697 0.5
Total Loans 400,041 79.5
Allow for Loan Loss (2,650) (0.5)
Net Loans 397,391 79.0
Cash 5,643 1.2
INVESTMENTS
OCCCU MKT Daily Shares 10,077 2.0
Et>M-Cash 6,000 1.2
CUSO 3,246 0.6
Deferred Comp. Annuity 2,138 0.4
MBS-F-AFS 3,103 0.6
MBS-F-Balloon - AFS 209
ARMs COFI-AFS 338 0.1
GNMA ARMS-AFS 3,524 0.7
FNMA 3/1 ARM - AFS 2,251 0.4
OCCCU PCB/NGS 2,315 0.5
OURCU Shares- HTM 101
Wescoip Member Capital 642 0.1
Purchased CD’s 5,000 1.0
TCU Govt Sec MF 23,053 4.6
FHLB Stock 1,307 0.3
Callables 16,000 3.2
Total Investments 79,304 15.8
Avail for Sale Allow 0
Net Investments 79,304 15.8
Other Assets 20,748 4.1
TOTAL ASSETS 503,286 100.0
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Beginning Financial Structure - Liabilities & Net Worth 
SELCO Credit Union, Old Book ot Business, Balance Sheet Date 12/31/03, S in Thousands 
Scenario Representing Current Market Rales = 0104 
Not Worth $44,032= 8.7%, Established Minimum Net Worth $30,197 = 9.0%
BEGINNING
$
Other Liabilities 4.104 0.5
SHARES AND CDs
Regular Shares <500 3,108 0.6
Regular Share 500-25K 8,430 1.7
Regular Shares 25K-10K 11.8S3 Z4
Regular Shares >1CK 14539 3.0
Oef Comp <£K 83 -
Oo! Comp >5K 549 0.2
Share Drafts <5K 15,422 3.1
Share Drafts >SK 13,901 28
Share Draft Passport Pfus 11,042 22
Interest Checking 4,666 0.9
Money Market <1K 610 0.1
Money Market 1-SK 4,573 0.9
Money Market >5K 25,302 5.0
IRA Accounts <5K 1,871 0.4
IRA Accounts >5K 15.140 3.0
50 Plus Savings <1K 526 0.1
50 Pht3 Storings 1-5K 5,258 1.0
50 Phc Savings >5K 46,795 9.3
Investor Acct <25K 11,120 22
Investors Acct 25-50K 20.701 4.1
Investors Acct >SCK 54,639 129
SEP Plans 945 0.2
Investor Plus Checking >5K 4.252 0.8
Investor Acct Plus 75-100K 5,988 1.2
Investor Acct Plus >100K 68,432 13.6
Business Membership Stare 3
Business Savings <500 3
Business Savings S500-5Z5K 31
Business Savings $25K-$10K 86
Business Savings >1IX 54
Business MoneyMarket>i000 460 0.1
Business Money Max Z5K-1CK 19
Business Money Max 10K-SOK 362 0.1
Business Money Max 50K-100K 644 0.1
Business Money Max >100K 2,895 O.G
Business Non-Interest Chocking S -
Business Checking & Business Checkin 490 0.1
Business Checking & Business Checkin 2,352 0.5
Analysis Checking >5K 1,904 0.4
EOM Shore Draft 6,000 1.2
Savings CDs <tyr 51,534 10.2
Savings CDs 1-3yrs 14.898 3.0
Savings CDs >3yrs 12,717 25
Business Savings CDs <iYr 2
Business Savings COs 1 -3Yre 10
Total Shares and CDs 455,150 90.4
Borrowings
Total Borrowings -
NET WORTH 44.032 8.7
Rosorve Invest Ga)nf(Loss)
Net Worth 0ncl Inv Gnls) 44,032 8.7
TOTAL LIABILITIES & NET WORTH 503,286 100.0
YOUR INSTITUTIONS OPERATING EXPENSE AND FEE INCOME ASSUMPTIONS
% of Total 
Assets
Operating Expense 3.85
Foe and Other Income 1.00
Net Operating Expense 2.S5
YOUR INSTITUTION'S LOAN LOSS ASSUMPTIONS
$
% of Total
Loans
% ot Total 
Assets
Expected Loan Losses 2650 0.86 053
Additional Worst Coso 1,350 0.34 0.27
Total with Worst Case 4,000 1.00 0.79
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AVERAGE ROA
Question
Answered
Provides
Over the next four years, what average ROA could be produced by 
the mix of assets and liabilities remaining from your current balance 
sheet, taking into account operating expense, loan loss provision 
and fee income?
A basis lor understanding existing potentials for earnings and losses under 
history-based market interest rate conditions.
Current Commitments - Existing Risk
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year-4 Year 5
Notes on Report Format
History-based rate scenarios are shown in the. left column.
■ The first two digits represent 3-month treasury rates.
• The second two digits represent 10-year treasury rates.
“ The spread between the 3-monrh and 10-year rates is a proxy for the yield curve.
The scale at the bottom of the graphic represents Return On Assets (ROA) in increments of 0.25% (25 basis points). The 0.00 
column is marked by a heavy vertical line.
To the right of each rate scenario, the star in an ROA column indicates the Average ROA that could be produced by current 
commitments (Old Book of Business) if market interest rales moved from current market interest rale levels, noted in the heading, 
to that scenario over the next 12 months and then remained there for three, years.
Stars to the right of the heavy vertical line represent potential positive, earnings. Stars to the left of the heavy vertical line 
indicate potential losses.
For example, a star in the 0.00 column indicates an Average ROA within the range of 0.00 through 0.25. 4 star in the -1.00 
column indicates an Average ROA within the range of-1.00 through -0.75.
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Average ROA - Over 4 Years
SELCO Credit Union, Old Book ot Business, Balance Sheet Date 12/31/03, $ in Thousands 
Scenario Representing Current Market Rates = 0104, Rates Change Over 12 Months 
Net Worth $44,032 = 8.7%, Established Minimum Net Worth $30,197 = 8.0%
1614
1513
1413
1412
•A
•« .
1314
1313
1312
1311 ■»
1214
1213
1212
1211
t'j
*•* -
1210
1114
1113
1112
•
1111
1110
1109
1013
a
A
«
1012
1011
1010
1009
»
*
1008
0912
0911
0910
ill!
*
»
■»
0909
0908
0907
0811
A
*
A
0810
0809
0808
0807
*
•
0710
0709
0708
0707
*
A
A
0609
0608
0607
0606
A
«
*
0508
0507
0506
0505
HI *
*
0407
0406
0405
0404
*
*
*
*
0307
0306
0305
0304
A
•
*
*
0303
0205
0204
0203
*
*
*
0105
0104
0103
0102
A
A
(-) -2.00 -1.75 -1.50 -1.25 -1.00 -0.75 -0.50 -0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 (+)
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AVERAGE ROA
Question Over the next five years, what average ROA could be produced by
Answered the mix of assets and liabilities remaining from your current balance
sheet, taking into account operating expense, loan loss provision 
and fee income?
Provides A basis for understanding existing potentials for earnings and losses under 
history-based market interest rate conditions.
Current Commitments - Existing Risk
Notes on Report Format
History-based rate scenarios are shown in the left column.
■ The first two digits represent 3-month treasury rates.
■ The second two digits represent IO-year treasury rates.
• The spread between the 3-month and 10-year rates is a proxy for the yield curve.
The scale at the bottom of the graphic represents Return Ott Assets (ROA) in increments of 0.25% (25 basis pain is). The 0.00 
column is marked by a heavy vertical line.
To the right of each rate scenario, the star in an ROA column indicates the Average ROA that could be produced by current 
commitments (Old Book of Business) if market interest rates moved from current market interest rate levels, noted in the 
heading, to that scenario over the next 12 months and then remained there for four years.
Stars to the right of the heavy vertical line represent potential positive earnings. Stars to the left of the heavy vertical line 
indicate potential losses.
For example, a star in the 0.00 column indicates an Average ROA within the range of 0.00 through 0.25. A star in the -1.00 
column indicates an Average ROA within the range of -1.00 through -0.75.
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Comparison of Average ROA - Over 4 Years
SELCO Credit Union, Old Book of Business 
Scenario Representing Current Market Rates = 0104
A|
Ai»WiM*cSR
1008
0912
0911
0910
0909
0908
0907
0811
0810
0809
0808
0807
0710
0709
0708
0707
0609
0608
0607
0606
0508
0507
0506
0505
0407
0406
0405
0404
0307
0306
0305
0304
0303
0205
0204
0203
0105
0104
0103
0102
IB 
IB
IB
B
AB
AB
AB
AB
AB
AB
AB
AB
AB
BE®A 
Bi 
AB
AB
BI
AB
AB
!A
BSSA
B39A
BHA
bC9a
(-) -2.00 -1.7S -1.50 -125 -1.00 -0.75 -0.50 -025 0.00 0 2 5 0.50 0.75 1.00 125 1.50 1.75 2.00 {+)
(A) 12/03 Option: Keep 6/03 NOE% of 2.44%, Rates Change Over 12 Months
(B) Balance Sheet Date 6/30/03, Rates Change Over 12 Months
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SELCO Credit Union, Balance Sheet Date 12/31/03
Grow Assets Year 4 Average Total ROA 
If the NBB earns
Grow Assets Year 4 Net Worth Ratio 
If the NBB earns
Scenario OB Avg ROA 0.25% 0.75% 1.00% 1.25% | ,Scenario Begin NW 0.25% 0.75% 1.00%
0104 1.18% 0.59% 0.91% 1.06% 1.22% 0104 8.75% 7,94% 8.99% 9.51%
0205 1.01% 0.54% 0.85% 1.00% 1.16% 0205 8.75% 7.76% 8.80% 9.32%
0407 0.62% 0.39% 0.70% 0.85% 1.00% 0407 8.75% 7.28% 8.30% 8.80%
0606 0.09% 0.19% 0.49% 0.65% 0.80% 0606 8.75% 6.60% 7.62% 8.13%
0909 -0.85% -0.18% 0.12% 0.27% 0.42% 0909 8.75% 5.36% 6.37% 6.87%
1.25%
10,04%
9.84%
9.31%
8.65%
7.38%
cn
Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4
□ 0104: Nel Income 10,656 H 0407: Net Income 5,900 a 0909: Net Income-8,200 " New Business
Long-Term Net Worth at Risk Summary - Over 4 Years - 2004-2007
SELCO Credit Union, 12/03 Option: Keep 6/03 NOE% of 2.44%, $ in Thousands 
Scenario Representing Current Market Rates = 0104, Rates Change Over 12 Months
Net Worth 544,032 = 8.7%, Established Minimum Net Worth 530,197 = 6.0%
Net Worth Ratio Net Worth Ratio Potential Capitalization
At Risk (2) Not At Risk (3) Classification (4)
Scenarios with Negative Earnings
0807 0.3% 8.4% Well Capitalized
0808 0.4% 8.4%
0809 0.4% 8.3%
0810 0.5% 8.3%
0811 0.5% 8.3%
0907 0.9% 7.8%
0908 1.0% 7.8%
0909 1.0% 7.7%
0910 1.0% 7.7% II
0911 1.2% 7.6% tl
0912 1.2% 7.6% II
1008 1.7% 7.1% II
1009 1.7% 7.0%
1010 1.7% 7.0%
1011 1.9% 6.9% Adequately Capitalized
1012 1.9% 6.8% H
1013 2.0% 6.8% «■
1109 2.5% 6.3%
1110 2.5% 6.2%
1111 2.6% 6.1%
1112 2.7% 6.1%
1113 2.7% 6.0%
1114 (1) 2.8% 5.9% Undercapitalized
1210 (D 3.3% 5.4%
1211 0) 3.4% 5.4%
1212 (1) 3.5% 5.3%
1213 (D 3.5% 5.2% *
1214 0) 3.6% 5.1%. ’■
1311 U) 4.3% 4.5%
1312 (1) 4.3% 4.4%
1313 (1) 4.4% 4.3%
1314 (1) 4.5% 4.2% *
1412 (1) 4.9% 3.8% Significantly Undercapitalized
1413 (D 5.0% 3.7%
1513 (D 5.7% 3.0%
1614 (1) 6.7% 2.1% n
(1) Indicates scenarios where Net Worth Ratio Not At Risk falls below Established Minimum Net Worth
(2) Net Worth Ratio At Risk = Interest Rate Risk Losses + Your Assumed Worst Case Loan Losses
(3) Net Worth Ratio Not At Risk is the Net Worth Ratio that would remain after absorbing potential 
losses from Interest Rate Risk and Your Assumed Worst Case Loan Losses
(4) Risk Based Net Worth Requirement (RBNWR) as calculated by your credit union Is 6.0% or less
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COMPONENTS OF ROA
ACHIEVE NET WORTH AND ASSET GOALS
Questions
Answered
Provides
Overthe next four years'.what Average ,RO A; would:,
Your total financial structure need to ^produce to achieve 
your net worth and asset goals?
» Your current commitments (Old Book of Business) 
contribute?,
. Be required from.your. New Book of Business to achieve 
your net worth and asset goals?
A basis for understanding the components of future earnings required to achieve 
your net worth and asset goals.
Sources of Risk
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
B Old Business 0 New Business
Notes on Report Format
Selected liistory-based rate scenarios are shown at the left edge of the table representing economic cycle conditions and event 
risk conditions.
Column two is the Total ROA Required to achieve net worth and asset goals.
The Old Business ROA, column three, shows potentials for earnings on old business under selected rate scenarios.
The New’ Business ROA Required, fourth column, shows the ROA required from new business in order to achieve net worth and 
asset goals.
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Average ROA Required from New Business - Achieve Net Worth and Asset Goals 
SELCO Credit Union 
Balance Sheet Date 12/31/03 
Current Market Rates 0104
. . Excerpts of. 64,History-Based Rate Scenarios?
Rate
:enarios
Total ROA 
Required
Old Business 
ROA
New Business
ROA Required
0104 0.89 1.18 0.73 event risk
0205 0.89 1.01 0.82 conditions
0305 0.89 0.82 0.94
0306 0.89 0.83 0.93
0307 0.89 0.85 0.93
0404 0.89 0.59 1.08
0405 0.89 0.60 1.07
0406 0.89 0.61 1.08
0407- 0.89. jQ-62_ 1.07
'0505 0.89 0.36 1.21
0506 0.89 0.36 1.23
0507 0.89 0.36 1.23
0508 0.89 0.36 1.24
0606 0.89 0.09 1.40
0607 0.89 0.09 1.41
0608 0.89 0.05 1.44
0609 0.89 0.05 1.45 economic cycle
0707 0.89 -0.20 1.59 conditions
0708 0.89 -0.22 1.61
0709 0.89 -0.23 1.63
0710 0.89 -0.26 1.65
0807 0.89 -0.50 1.78
0808 0.89 -0.51 1.80
0809 0.89 -0.54 1.83
0810 0.89 -0.56 1.85
0811 0.89 -0.58 1.86
0907 0.89 -0.82 1.96
0908 0.89 -0.84 2.01
0909 0.89 -0.85 2.03
1313 0.89 -2.67 3.23 event risk
conditions
The Total ROA Required to achieve net worth and asset goals is 0.89% (2nd column).
If market interest rates stay at 1% short-term and 4% long-term (scenario 0104) simulations show the old business 
(the loans and investments that have already been made) could earn 1.18% (3rd column). In order to 
accomplish your goals simulations show you would have to earn 0.73% on new business (4th column).
Note: If interest rates increase, the old business earns less and therefore more earnings are
required from the new business.
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Average ROA Req'd from New Business - Achieve Net Worth Goals - Over 4 Years 
SELCO Credit Union, Old Book of Business, Balance Sheet Date 12/31/03, $ in Thousands 
Scenario Representing Current Market Rates » 0104, Rates Change Over 12 Months 
Net Worth $44,032 = 8.7%, Established Minimum Net Worth $30,197 = 6.0%
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0102
{-) 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 (+)
I
(A) Achieve Net Worth Ratio Goal of 9.0% for YE DEC 2007 - Achieve Asset Size Goals, Expected Loan Loss
(B) Achieve Net Worth Ratio Goal of 9.0% for YE DEC 2007 - Maintain Asset Size, Expected Loan Loss
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Average ROA Req'd from New Business - Maintain Net Worth - Over 4 Years 
SELCO Credit Union, Old Book of Business, Balance Sheet Date 12/31/03, $ in Thousands 
Scenario Representing Current Market Rates = 0104, Rates Change Over 12 Months 
Net Worth $44,032 = 8.7%, Established Minimum Net Worth $30,197 « 6.0%
(-) 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 {+)
(A) Maintain Net Worth Ratio Goal of 6.7% for YE DEC 2007 - Achieve Asset Size Goals, Expected Loan Loss
(B) Maintain Net Worth Ratio Goal of 8.7% for YE DEC 2007 - Maintain Asset Size, Expected Loan Loss
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Average ROA - Over 5 Years - 2004-2008
SELCO Credit Union, Old Book of Business, Balance Sheet Date 12/31/03, $ in Thousands 
Scenario Representing Current Market Rates « 0104, Rates Change Over 12 Months 
Net Worth $44,032 = 8.7%, Established Minimum Net Worth $30,197 = 6.0%
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SELCO Credit Union, Balance Sheet Date 12/31/03
3row Assets —— - - Year 4 Average Total ROA-— Grow Assets - - - - Year 4. Net-Worth Ratio
If the NBB earns If the NBB earns
Scenario OB Avg ROA 0.25% 0.75% 1.00% 1.25% | (Scenario Begin NW 0.25% 0.75% 1.00% 1.25%
0104 1.18% 0.59% 0.91% 1.06% 1.22% 0104 8.75% 7.94% 8.99% 9.51% 10.04%
0205 1.01% 0.54% 0.85% 1.00% 1.16% 0205 8.75% 7.76% 8.80% 9.32% 9.84%
0407 0.62% 0.39% 0.70% 0.85% 1.00% 0407 8.75% 7.28% 8.30% 8.80% 9.31%
0606 0,09% 0.19% 0.49% 0.65% 0.80% 0606 8.75% 6.60% 7.62% 8.13% 8.65%
0909 -0.85% -0.18% 0.12% 0.27% 0.42% 0909 8.75% 5.36% 6.37% 6.87% 7.38%
Maintain Assets Year 4 Average Total ROA Maintain Assets Year 4 Net Worth Ratio
If the NBB earns If the NBB earns
Scenario OB Avg ROA 0.25% 0.75% 1.00% 1.25% | iScenario Begin NW 0.25% 0.75% 1.00% 1.25%
0104 1.18% 0.67% 0.94% 1.08% 1.21% 0104 8.75% 11.41% 12.51% 13.06% 13.61%
0205 1.01% 0.60% 0.87% .1.00% 1.14% 0205 8.75% 11.14% 12.22%' 12.77% 13.31%
0407 0.62% 0.42% 0.69% 0.82% 0.95% 0407 8.75% 10.44% . 11.49% 12.02% 12.54%
0606 0.09% 0.17% 0.44% 0.57% 0.70% 0606 8.75% 9.44% 10.50% 11.04% 11.57%
0909 -0.85% -0.28% -0.02% 0.11% 0.24% 0909 8.75% 7.64% 8.67% 9.19%. 9.71%
Historical Government Interest Rates
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 76 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 85 87 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 98 97 98 99 00 01 02 03
Proprietary property of c. myers corporation
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